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Tape 1 

 
 
In this interview, Vladimir Glagolev, born in 1926 and life-long resident of Daugavpils, 
Latvia, speaks about the killing of the Jews after the German occupation of Daugavpils. He 
focuses on the first days of occupation, the arrests and executions of Jews. He also talks about 
the relationship between local residents and Jews before the war. 
 
 
[01:] 00:36:00 – [01:] 10:09:09 
 
He introduces himself and mentions his date of birth and birthplace as June 26, 1926, in the 
city of Daugavpils; talks about his family and says they settled in Daugavpils prior to World 
War I; remembers the first bombings of Daugavpils; recollects the retreat of the Russians and 
the transfer of power from the Russians to the Germans; says there were a lot of Jews living 
in the neighborhood; mentions three shops that belonged to Jews; talks about what kind of 
work his grandfather and his mother did; comments on the first arrests and the lack of 
understanding by the locals; talks about announcements that appeared on the third day of the 
occupation; talks about the order for Jews to assemble at the marketplace, situated near 
Novostrojenije; describes the attitude of the Jews after seeing the announcements; reports the 
realization by the Jews of their fate; says the announcements were in German, Russian and 
Latvian; remembers Jewish neighbors Robinovich, Munich [Munits], and Issikovich; says 
Robinovich, Munich, and Issikovich were the owners of shops; remembers how his family 
accompanied their Jewish neighbors to the marketplace and describes the assembly; reports 
that the Jews were going to the market place unconstrained and obeying the orders of the 
Gebietskommissar; comments on the absence of policemen and soldiers at that moment, but 
that German gendarmes sometimes appeared for a short time; reports on the  Jews being sent 
to the ghetto behind the Dvina River; talks about the order for Jews to sew stars on their 
clothing; talks about the placement of Jews in the German and Latvian organizations; talks 
about the order for Jews to walk only in the middle of the street; remembers the ban on any 
contact between locals and Jews; comments on the appearance of policemen in Daugavpils; 
describes the uniform of the local policemen. 
 
[01:] 10:09:10 – [01:] 20:01:15 
 
He talks about the work of the Jews after the occupation of Daugavpils by Germans; 
discusses the exploitation of the Jews in the German and Latvian enterprises; remembers the 
first executions that were performed by the Germans 6 to 12 months after the occupation of 
Daugavpils; recalls the trucks driving the Jews to the place of execution along Andre 
Pumpan [Andreya Pumpan] Street towards Kalveriiskaja Street (in Daugavpils); reports 
that the executions were performed near Lake Parakhovka [Parokhovka, Porakhovka]; 
talks about the ban on going out after dark and the ban on going to the place of the execution 
for three days after the executions; describes the Jewish graves that could be seen due to soil 
dislodging; says the graves were covered with torn Soviet banknotes; reports that he got a job 
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when he was 15 (in 1941) for a German organization that delivered livestock to the 
battlefront; describes his functions in this organization; comments on the general knowledge 
that the Jews were being driven to their execution; talks about two camps for Soviet prisoners 
in a fortress and on the grounds of the “Dauer” factory; talks about the establishment of the 
camp of the Vlasov (Vlasovtsi) Forces on the “Dauer” plant grounds; says trains with Jews 
on board passed by every three days; talks about the rumor that the Jews were forced to dig 
out their own graves and kill each other; says executions were also performed behind the 
prison where the Soviets had earlier executed political prisoners. 
 
[01:] 20:01:16 – [01:] 30:27:25 
 
He talks about the arrest of Uncle Petja, the father of his friend Zhora; says Petja was 
missing in action; says trenches were dug in open areas and were 10 meters long and 2 meters 
wide; says he does not know the number of trenches; talks about his work at the building of a 
chemical plant that was built on the site of the executions of the Jews; talks about his 
departure to the western front in 1944; says he cannot say if there were any excavations in the 
execution site; reports that after returning to Daugavpils in 1951, he did not meet any local 
Jews; talks about his acquaintance with other Jews named Bilson, Norkin, Brandstein, 
Einstein; talks about the lives of his new Jewish acquaintances; supposes that these Jews 
came from Russia; talks about a multi national family of the Jew Iosif Arkadevich; mentions 
the takeover of Jewish apartments by locals; says that some of the Jewish apartments became 
a communal apartment; mentions again the Jews that he met in 1951; talks about a Jew 
named Abram and his family; talks about a friendly relationship between the locals and the 
Jews before the war; reports about the dependence of the locals on the Jews; talks about a 
synagogue on Jelgalas Street (of Daugavpils); reports incidents in which the local children 
would draw the head of a pig on the door of the synagogue, but that there was never any 
serious antisemitic actions. 
 
[01:] 30:28:00 – [01:] 33:40:00 
 
He discusses his friendship with the oldest son of Munich Lejba [Leba] and with the son of 
Robinovich Aron; mentions the daughter of Munich Gorijeva [Goriva]; reports that the 
Jews were good in mathematics and at speaking German; talks about the use of Jews as 
interpreters after the occupation of Daugavpils; comments on an order by the Germans to 
resume their previous jobs. 
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